Conformational heterogeneity of an equilibrium folding intermediate quantified and mapped by scanning mutagenesis.
It is challenging to experimentally define an energy landscape for protein folding that comprises multiple partially unfolded states. Experimental results are often ambiguous as to whether a non-native state is conformationally homogeneous. Here, we tested an approach combining systematic mutagenesis and a Brønsted-like analysis to reveal and quantify conformational heterogeneity of folding intermediate states. Using this method, we resolved an otherwise apparently homogeneous equilibrium folding intermediate of Borrelia burgdorferi OspA into two conformationally distinct species and determined their relative populations. Furthermore, we mapped the structural differences between these intermediate species, which are consistent with the non-native species that we previously proposed based on native-state hydrogen exchange studies. When treated as a single state, the intermediate ensemble exhibited fractional Phi-values for mutations and Hammond-type behaviors that are often observed for folding transition states. We found that a change in relative population of the two species within the intermediate ensemble explains these properties well, suggesting that fractional Phi-values and Hammond-type behaviors exhibited by folding intermediates and transition states may arise more often from conformational heterogeneity than from a single partial structure. Our results are consistent with the presence of multiple minima in a rugged energy landscape predicted from theoretical studies. The method described here provides a promising means to probe a complex folding energy landscape.